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DATA SHEET

Sensitive Data Platform  
scan coverage

Easily assess what’s been scanned and pinpoint 
pockets of vulnerability
With Spirion’s Sensitive Data Platform (SDP), you can rest easy knowing that the sensitive data 
your organization collects and stores has been discovered, classified, and remediated for the data 
sources you have scanned. Spirion finds sensitive data wherever it lives, with proven 98% accuracy 
you can trust.

But employees are spinning up new applications and data stores every day, so how can you know 
what you’re missing? In today’s complex data ecosystems, it’s a daunting task to keep current with 
which Data Assets and Targets have been scanned, and when you last scanned them.

The types of sensitive data you need to scan are also a continual work-in-progress.  Just when 
you’ve scanned everything for known PII Data Types like social security or credit card numbers, new 
state laws pop up mandating new categories like geo-location. Each change requires data sources 
to be rescanned for these new data types – and new categories of internal confidential materials 
emerge all the time. 

You need a way to understand what Targets and Data Types have been scanned, but it’s just as 
important to know what hasn’t been scanned. With SDP Scan Coverage, you can adeptly oversee 
your entire data environment.

SDP Scan Coverage provides an audit-trail history to view all scans for the selected Target and see 
key information associated with each scan.

Beyond this scan history, SDP Scan Coverage identifies what hasn’t been scanned, so you can 
increase coverage where needed to ensure that there are no hidden pockets of vulnerable data.

Features:
• Scan History: Targets – view all scans that have occurred on the selected Target

• Scan History: Data Types - view all Data Types that have been scanned on the 
selected Target

• Coverage & Data Types Report – locate Data Types that have never been scanned

• Scan Coverage by Target – locate Targets that have never been scanned



Spirion has relentlessly solved real data protection problems since 2006 with accurate, contextual discovery of 
structured and unstructured data; purposeful classification; automated real-time risk remediation; and powerful analytics 
and dashboards to give organizations greater visibility into their most at-risk data and assets. Visit us at spirion.com

Talk to a Spirion data security and compliance expert today: expert@spirion.com
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Scan History provides an audit trail of the scans that have been run for a target 

Coverage & Data Types Report lists whether scans have been performed by Data Type

Spirion is step one…
From automating zero-trust policies, understanding data-at-risk, to efficiently 
migrating to the cloud, Spirion is step one to developing an effective strategy to get 
your data under control.

With Spirion, you gain clarity as to what sensitive data you have and where it is  
located, control over how your data is stored and used, and confidence that your  
data is protected.

It all begins with our proven 98.5% accurate discovery and then enforced through our 
powerful and purposeful automated classification and remediation capabilities.


